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 Katine  

This week a macabre and unsettling story about a woman allegedly
forced by her husband to breastfeed a litter of puppies has been
dominating the headlines in Uganda.

According to a report in the New Monitor, Nathan Awoloi made his wife,
Jennifer Alupot, breastfeed the puppies because he had no cows left to
do so after giving them to her family as part of her "bride price". Her third
child, who she was also breastfeeding at the time, has since died of
suspected rabies.

Awoloi was arrested and apparently confessed, but was later released.
Alupot was called insane by investigating police officers.

Alupot's case has been taken up by furious women's rights groups,
which have demanded that Awoloi be charged and Alupot given a proper
medical examination.

Alupot's case is also being used by the Uganda Women's Network
(Uwonet), a consortium of women's rights groups, to reignite calls for the
bride price tradition to be abolished in Uganda.

The group is among several that that have declared their support for a
petition to the constitutional court led by a Ugandan organisation called
Mifumi — whose focus is combatting domestic violence and the bride
price — demanding the custom of a husband "paying" for a wife with
cows, land or money be declared illegal. It has also hit out at the
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government for dragging its feet over the implementation of new
domestic violence and sexual offences legislation designed to protect
women from mistreatment and abuse in the home.

Groups such as ActionAid Uganda say the practice is the root cause of
an epidemic of domestic violence and sexual assault against women
across the country, who are being treated as little more than pieces of
property by their husbands.

Rights groups have argued that the practice goes against the Ugandan
constitution, which prohibits laws, cultures, customs or traditions that are
against the dignity, welfare or interest of women or which undermine
their status.

If a marriage ends, many husbands expect the bride price to be repaid –
when reporters from the Monitor travelled to Pallisa, in eastern Uganda,
to interview Alupot, they apparently found her cast out from the family
home with her husband demanding the cows he gave for her to be
returned.

The bride price practice is common in Katine sub-county.

In March, Katine resident Joel Eidu argued on this blog that the bride
price and early marriage were destroying the lives of many young
women in the region.

Ameel Didimos, headteacher at Katine's primary school, agrees. He told
me in March that the practice was posing a serious danger to many girls
in the sub-county as its growing commercialism has seen the dowry
"market" skyrocket in the area.

With harvests failing and food prices rising, a growing obsession with
bride price is leading to daughters being perceived as little more than
assets to be bought and sold at the best price.

Despite efforts to try to encourage parents to keep their daughters in
school, Didimos says that a family's desire to "eat" from their daughters
is seeing many girls being taken out of education at 14 or 15 and
pressured into early marriage.

With the bride price a widespread and culturally accepted tradition across
much of Uganda, such calls for an end to the practice have been
repeatedly ignored.

The media's interest in the Alupot case will be short-lived. Groups such
as UWONET can only hope they can secure long-term change through
the pressure they place on the government to start honouring its
constitutional obligation to protect the countless number of women who
are bartered and sold like the cattle for which they are exchanged.

• This article was amended on 2 June 2009. The original stated that
Uganda Women's Network (Uwonet) was taking the lead in petitioning
the constitutional court to declare the bride-price practice illegal. This has
been corrected.
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The problem is that the men decide what aspects of tradition to conserve. Women do
not have much say in the public debate, nor in the structuring of civil society that
implicitly makes changes or keeps the status quo.

Thanks to this article for bringing this out once again. I hope the women's group can
keep up the pressure. It is vital for evolved men to step up and become active too!

The country is being deprived of women's educated intelligence and cultural input by
these practices, which are of greed. They then want to have uneducated women
mothering their children, girls who are not emotionally fully developed even if their
genitals are barely functioning, and they are in the non-home environment of the
husband's family. T

The woman's family seldom supports them as they do not want to give back the bride
price. If the woman has produced children then they have no right to have the bride
price returned .

If not, the husband should return the children and pay some of their upkeep.

The society no only does not prepare its females to survive economically, but it
subjects them to psychological stress by giving them no support whatsoever
under these distorted family arrangements. If the harvests are not good, the
daughters are not reserve currency. Especially if the prices are going up because of
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greed.

It is sad that the man had to give all of his cows for the wife, and he does not value
her as a human at all. How can she value herself under all this abuse and discord,
when she has no say in solving it or helping herself?

Tourangelle
29 May 2009 8:12AM

The Mifumi Project inTororo has been campaigning against bride-price in Uganda for
several years now. Go to http://www.mifumi.org/index.php?prgm=news-
details&news_no=36 for details of the latest challenge. It would be really useful if The
Guardian gave more details of local civil society efforts to tackle these issues, so that
readers don't get the impression that only outsiders can deal with them. Mifumi has,
or had, a support group in the UK, and its Uganda email is mifumi@mifumi.org..

chilipepper
1 June 2009 5:59PM

The bride price is not only an issue in Uganda. I rode recently with a taxi driver in
Johannesburg who was pleased to tell me about his newly born (and first born)
daughter. He subsequently mentioned that he would like to marry the mother of this
child, but that the family wants a lot of money (as bride price or lebola) and he must
save up before he can do so. So it seems bride price is also discouraging the
formation of family units, something which doesn't seem to be in the best interest of
unmarried fathers, mothers or their children....

Dabby1
16 June 2009 11:35AM

I say we stop demonising Ugandan marital practices and give it a shot in the UK
before we totally condemn it. I for one wouldn't mind nipping down to Tesco's for a
bargain wife, provided I could always chuck her out once she's past whatever I deem
her use-by date to be.
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